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Purpose: To identify a common system of standards and outcomes that were purposeful in assessing students 
performance in arts classes, guiding instruction and supporting arts education.  The Arts are for Life!  
 
Introduction: 
 Visual and performing arts teachers, K-12 have been meeting together for a long time, including to oversee 
procedures and programs for students who are gifted and talented in the arts. As standards-based curriculum 
development took hold five years ago or so, this group expressed interest in what standards-based instruction in the arts 
might look like and started to investigate.  Here’s an excerpt from a meeting in Jan, 2015: 

We ended with a reflection on the professional duty we have to inform all constituents of RSU #38 about 
the depth, breadth and rigor of the VPA curriculum.  It should be published, alongside all the academic 
curriculum because the void does not help promote requests for future funding or growth of the 
programs.  On the other hand, a rigorous, standards-based curriculum highlighting 21st century attitudes, 
skills and relevance would surely convey the value of our VPA staff and programs in a way that may pay 
dividends when budget cuts loom. 

 
Standards:  
          After further inquiry and much discussion it was decided to adopt the National Core Standards for the Arts as a 
framework. Why?  They are multidisciplinary ( art, music, and drama).  The standards are broad categories (i.e. Create, 
Perform…). A lot of research and development had already been put into these standards by experts in the field. 
Resources that would be useful to our teachers were available for free ( i.e. K-12 progressions of learning for the 
standards and model “cornerstone” assessments). Finally, another feature of the National Arts standards that appealed to 
teachers was the differentiated focus on higher levels of accomplishment at the high school level.  Fine arts classes are 
electives and we often have highly accomplished participating students who teachers wanted to recognize, and be able to 
continue to nurture their learning.  
  The four anchor standards are CREATE, PRESENT/PERFORM, RESPOND, and CONNECT. All student 
performance outcomes fall under one of these broad standards. Furthermore, teachers identified priority Outcomes for 
each standard for Art and Music. See our first draft of ART Standards and Priority Outcomes on the next page as a 
sample.  
             
 
 

http://www.nationalartsstandards.org/sites/default/files/NCCAS%20Anchor%20Standards%20-%20new%20copyright%20info.pdf


A sample list of the priority K-12 Art standards and student outcomes appear below.  
RSU #38 Visual Arts National Core Art Standards 

 
Graduation Standard (Domain 1):  CREATE Conceive and develop new artistic ideas and work 
 HS.Art.CR.1  Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.  
 
 HS.Art.CR.2  Organize and develop artistic ideas and work. 
 
 HS.Art.CR.3  Refine and complete artistic work.  
 
 
Graduation Standard (Domain 2): PRESENT Analyze, interpret, and select artistic work for presentation 
 HS.Art:PR.5 Develop and refine artistic work for presentation 
 
 HS.Art.PR.6 Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work 
 
Graduation Standard (Domain 3): RESPOND Interpret and explain how the arts convey meaning 
 HS.Art.RE.7 Perceive and analyze elements of artistic work  
 
         HS.Art.RE.8 Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work 
 
         HS.Art.RE.9 Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work 
 
Graduation Standard (Domain 4): CONNECT Relate artistic ideas and work, personal meaning, and external context. 
 
         HS.Art.CN.10  Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.  
 
 Our focus in the first few years was to agree on common interpretation by teachers, K-12  of the main concepts and 
skills underlying each standard in music and art. Then Teachers went on to develop K-12 progressions of learning for 
each Priority Outcome and rubrics to pilot with students.  It quickly became very complex; however, the conversations 
about what was taught at each level and what should be taught at each level were very worthwhile. A sample K-12 Rubric 
for Art (Create) and a K-12 progression of learning for Music (Perform) is included.  
    (A more complete draft standards bank for art and music standards and outcomes will be shared at the meeting.) 
 



Curriculum Documents  
 In our district all students take art and music each year in grades K-8.   In high school, students have choices of 
elective classes to meet a Fine Arts requirement. Therefore, the most important core concepts have to be learned in K-8. 
At the high school level, courses include a mix of students taking a single course or two to meet the Fine Arts core 
requirement, and many students with a special interest in the arts who choose additional electives. Teachers strive to 
create curriculum and instructional approaches that provide a supportive learning environment in which a wide range of 
students can enjoy the arts, be successful and receive meaningful feedback to continue to develop their skills.  
          Teachers developed curriculum guides for arts courses, K-12 to outline the scope and sequence of each course.  
 
 
Curriculum Guides, Sample Unit Maps and Rubrics 
 

Visual Ar 
CREATE 1 K-12 Rubric  
 
HS Art: Introduction to Art       2 People in a Room Unit Map  
 
HS Art:  Ceramics        Chawan Tea Bowls Unit Map  
   
HS Art:  Digital Photography        Perspective Unit Map  
 
HS Art: Honors Art Studio     Printmaking Unit Map  
 
HS Art: Painting      Limited Palette Color Still Life Unit Map  
 
HS Art: Forging      Fire Poker Unit Map 
 
HS Art: Fine Metals     Stone Inlay Unit Map  
  
HS IA: Introduction to Industrial Arts    Drafting Unit Map 
 
MS Art: Art, 6-8       2-D Unit Map   
 



ES Art Curriculum Guide, K-5 
        Gr  K-2 2-D Design Unit Map 
        Gr  3-5 2-D Design Unit Map     
                          Cr 1 & 2 Teacher Rubric for K-5  
 

Music 
 
PERFORM K-12 Rubric  
 
HS Music: Instrumental Ensemble       Music Literacy Unit Map 
 
HS Music: Vocal Ensemble    Create Unit 
 
HS Music: History of Rock and Roll 
 
MS Music General Music  Music Literacy Unit Map  
 
MS Music  Ensemble Rubric  
 
ES Music  General Music K-2        Instrumental & Vocal Unit Map for Gr K  
                      General Music 3-5        Instrumental & Vocal Unit Map for Gr 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What have we learned? (Reflections from 5.14.19) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H2MOBAdHAdthdw5Fc0zOz6Ii0O5RyNC0qktkbbh0AD4/edit?usp=sharing


The process of aligning and refining curriculum is continuous and can feel exciting when connections are made across 
levels and overwhelming when juggled with other logistical and political aspects of our profession.  Nonetheless, we have 
learned a lot from our joint work. Here are a few guidelines that have gradually come to guide our practices:   

 LESS IS MORE… Less standards per unit and common assessment is better!  

 PROGRESSIONS of LEARNING within AND vertically through grade levels  

 Agreed upon “Must know concepts” get the most time/attention /frequently assessed  

 Help students develop a Growth mindset & Confidence vs  needing “perfection”  

 It helps students to become more consistent in expectations through grade levels – i.e. incorporating 

“common music concepts & vocabulary” into our scales  

 Discussions & collaborative work among teachers across schools and levels are valuable  

 Self-Assessments - Self-assessment is important for ownership of their learning…can include individual and 

group self-assessments for an ensemble ; may be written or oral written ; expect students to “do” 

something with the results! Here’s where you were at...show me growth” (A.S.) 

 Self-Assessment, reflection and individual conferences between teachers & students are very important in 
both Art and Music, too 

• Time required for self-assessment & conferencing/feedback is a challenge in limited class/ensemble 
time 

• Classes are interactive, but not all observations during art/music activity time are what is needed for 
documenting individual growth & feedback  

 
     These are the types of beliefs and concerns that stimulate great discussions in the group. Yes, we fully recognize this 
curriculum is still a work in progress 



 
 
The Art Teachers (K-12) have also developed a list of “must-know” concepts that students should demonstrate within 
each gradespan, which appears in the concept map above.   
 



Resources and professional development  
What additional resources and professional development will be needed to support this curriculum?  
                                                                                                                            Estimated cost 
Equipment and Materials 
              Repair budget for band instruments (even just $200 each year to maintain band instruments for students to use                             

who cannot afford to rent)  
  

Classroom Orff Instrumentarium                                                      (barred instruments approx. $1600) 
 
Guitar/Ukulele Storage Racks, 
Guitar rack for middle school  

 
          Contained polishing machine for HS Fine Arts class (health concern)             $2,100 
 

Equipment & materials for 3D art (Working kilns, proper clay/ glazes.  
                                            Other types of 3D material exploration ( Wire?) - Donations?  

 
Other 
          Subscription to Adobe Photoshop for Art Teachers 
          EdTech III in IA 
          Perhaps organizing a school wide art installation? 
 
Professional Development  
          Artist workshop weekend at Haystack Mountain School to study under professional practicing artists 

 
          Attending the National Arts leadership conference. (K-5)                          $250 per art educator 

 
              Art of Ed Pro Learning Packs for professional development            per teacher is $299.90 per year,  

                 https://theartofeducation.edu/pro/schools/                              Group of 5 teachers, $239.90 annually  
 
           Visiting artist workshops                 Varies from $500 up  
 
Performance Space 
 A new Performing Arts Center!                           Priceless! 

https://theartofeducation.edu/pro/schools/
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RSU #38 MUSIC PERFORM RUBRIC, K-12 

Standard K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-12 9-12

Proficient Accomplished 

PERFORM Analyze K. MU.Pr4 1.MU.Pr4 2.MU.Pr4 3.MU.Pr4 4.MU.Pr4 5.MU.Pr4 6.MU.Pr4 7.MU.Pr4 8.MU.Pr4 HS.MU.Pr4 HS.MU.Pr4 

the With guidance, Read and Read and Read and Identify Demonstrate Explain Explain and Explain and Demonstrate, Demonstrate, 
structure demonstrate perform perform perform the the structure how the demonstrate demonstrate explain, and justify explain, and justify 
and awareness of rhythmic rhythmic rhythmic structure of elements structure the structure the structure (using music using music 

context of musical patterns and patterns and of music in and and and elements reading skills where reading skills 

varied contrasts (such using ff!eleeie and elements music elements elements of of contrasting appropriate) how where appropriate, 

musical as high/low, iconic Elf �? melodic of music selected for of music music used pieces used compositional how compositional 
works and loud/soft, staAElafe using phrases selected perform- are used in music in music devices and devices and 
their same/different) ? iconic or using for ance. in music selected for selected for structural aspects of structural aspects 
implica- in a variety of notation standard iconic or perform- selected performance performance musical works, elicit of musical works 
tions for music selected notation standard ance. for specific responses impact and inform 
perfor- for notation perform- during a prepared prepared or 
mance performance ance or improvised improvised 

performance performance 

Present K.MU.Pr6 1.MU.Pr6 2.MU.Pr6 3.MU.Pr6 4.MU.Pr6 5.MU.Pr6 6MU.Pr6 7.MU.Pr6 8.MU.Pr6 HS.MU.Pr6 Perform HS.MU.Pr6 
Perform With guidance, With Perform Perform Perform Perform Perform Perform Perform grade level Perform 
expressiv perform music limited music for a music music music alone the music grade level grade-level appropriate collegiate/ 
e-ly, with with guidance, specific with alone or or with with music with appropriate repertoire with professional 
appropri- expression. perform purpose expres- with others with technical technical music with expression and prepared and/or 
ate inter- music for with sion and others expression accuracy accuracy technical technical accuracy, improvised 
pretation a specific expression technical with and technical to convey and stylistic accuracy and in individual and performances of a 
and purpose and accuracy express- accuracy the expression stylistic small group varied repertoire 
technical with technical ion and and creator's to convey expression to performances, a representing 
accuracy, expres- accuracy technical appropriate intent the creator's convey the varied repertoire of diverse cultures, 
and in a sion accuracy, interpretation intent creator's music styles, genres, and 
manner and inter- intent historical period 
appropri- pretation 
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